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 The media player software is not compatible with all devices, see . The software installer requires a unique CD-ROM/DVD-ROM installation key. . A second installation may be used if the installation key is . Please contact your software provider to obtain the proper installation key. I have used the software to transfer files from one computer to another. I have a problem. Files are being downloaded
in batches (as set by user) rather than one at a time. I want to be able to transfer files one at a time in the event that something goes wrong with the transfer. Also, files will often be several hundred MB and take several minutes. I want to be able to wait on the transferred file before starting the next one. We use the . I have used the software to stream audio files over the internet. I have a problem. The

audio file will start in the beginning of the file rather than the end. *The software has not been configured for streaming the file.* I have used the software to open and view images. I have a problem. I have my file on my hard drive and then transferred it to my disk and then opened it. It only shows me a portion of the original file. I want to be able to open the entire file. I also want to be able to open a
directory, right click on a picture, click save and view the picture. How can I do this? We do not support opening or viewing images. . I have used the software to create custom ringtones. I have a problem. My files are not of the proper size and they are very large. We do not support creating custom ringtones. . *The software has not been configured to allow saving of images to your device.* I have

used the software to create different ringtones for different devices. I have a problem. I have a device that will only accept ringtones up to.3mb. I want to be able to create ringtones that are at least 1mb. We do not support creating ringtones. . I have used the software to create different ringtones for different devices. I have a problem. I have a device that only supports a maximum of.3mb. I want to be
able to create ringtones that are at least 1mb. I have used the software 82157476af
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